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       Transcript of Hack the Rainbow Session 1: Grilling the Rainbow with Justin Drake and Illia Polosukhin Note: Some Parts Not Included Due To Sound or Conversation Watch The Full Video For Certainty and Quoting For Other Purposes Introduction: Today we have Justin Drake, Researcher Working on ETH 2.0. And Illia Co-Founder of NEAR Protocol. What is a layer two protocol? They have Ethereum support, they have a bridge to Ethereum, they have their own tokens, how does something like NEAR with a bridge from a layer 1 protocol, differ as a scaling solution? Justin: A t the end of the day, its about the security assumptions that you are making on the foundation. You have new security foundations, new tokens, a new validator honesty assumption, and a new market cap and that means that maybe an attacker could try buying up a node of tokens, and trying to take over the validator, that’s in the case of if you are rebuilding a new layer 1. Whereas if you have a layer two on an existing blockchain you are basically trying to inherit as much as possible the security guarantees of the layer 1. And in the ideal case, there is almost no difference between the security guarantees of the layer 1 and the layer 2 that you are building. That could be an issue for example if you have a ZK-rollup where you make use of the data availability of the layer 1 chain, and then the cryptographic power of zero knowledge proofs. Illia: So would you agree then, that most of the layer 2’s are not layer 2’s? I think xDAI is a good example, where its zero-knowledge being positioned as layer two even though it has its own security assumptions? Justin: Y  eah I agree, I think xDAI is more of a sidechain than a Layer 2. And then within the class of Layer 2s there is like a whole spectrum: Some part of them try to have their own consensus mechanism, while for example there are some that try to solve the leader election problem: Like oftentimes in these plasmas or roll ups you need some sort of leader to produce a block. How do you come to consensus as to who that leader is? And then you kind of have this side consensus going on. Yeah it is a spectrum - it is a very large design space. Illia: I agree. As we are all making progress, I think the boundaries are kind of getting thinner because in general right, if we think of sharded networks, and we think of like what roll ups are doing, and we think of that approach, in a way they actually are all similar because at the end they are relying on this ability to parallelize execution and agree on the final state. And then the details are different, for maybe on the specifics of security, but at the end you know you do need Consensus somewhere - you do need all of those pieces. And at the same time, it’s like the bridges are starting to connect to things, which becomes an interesting concept where - generally L2 itself would be inheriting everything from the blockchain security. So if that blockchain forks, the L2 will fork as well, and will need to roll back. So if someone did a 51% attack, then the roll-up would need to be rolled-back as well. And the bridge is where this is not the case per se. If we are going to another Layer 1, with its own consensus and its own finality at the time. That is an interesting way this transitions into the conversation about the bridges. Justin: T  here is a lot of sharing already, and a lot of pattern matching of the various designs. One of the key features of all of them is this idea of the light-client, where you have this very small state machine that lives within an environment and that is capable of being a hook, to which you anchor all of your applications. And that could be in the context of a central chain - like a beacon chain and some shards - with the communication being through light clients. It could be in the context of two different chains talking to each other or things like that. What are the main applications that you are interested in? What are the main motivations for you to build this Rainbow bridge so early, even before you have activated deposits even? Illia: That’s a great question. The deposits is actually a good answer. Because before we have NEAR transfers enabled, which may actually happen sooner than later, because we actually just kind of announced the Phase 1 transition, the point was that we already had applications launching which wanted to use some tokens - Also it will take time to make sure that NEAR is propagated throughout the Ecosystem - and make sure it is fully functioning. So it makes sense for people to start using tokens that they are familiar with which is mostly - and especially for staking tokens like DAI, USDC - people already have them and want to use them in applications. So a bridge is a way to bring these assets that are originating right now on Ethereum - and bring them to NEAR and unlock all of these abilities. Obviously as this progressed, there are a lot of applications that might have originated on Ethereum but don’t fit right now in the current paradigm of financial craziness. They need a home that still connects to Ethereum because there is still more liquidity there even for non financial assets like NFT’s or some other things. So this bridge can also host arbitrary communication - sending other types of data information - which NFT’s are, and this was also in its purview. So in reality, as it progressed, we kind of realized this can become a platform to really connect with Ethereum and provide all of the functionality that people want early on especially coming from Ethereum, kind of on NEAR - while we still can develop in the Ecosystem. Justin: So I guess you are most interested in the Ecosystem moving from Ethereum onto NEAR - all of the existing tokens, all of the existing value - more so than having NEAR play a part in the existing DeFi space. And more unlocking the long tail of applications, maybe transactions where the gas cost is too high right now on Ethereum, like unlocking this long tail and bringing this stuff towards NEAR as opposed to feeding back in the other direction? Illia: I think Feeding back in the other direction will happen naturally, because at the end the assets that will originate and will come from NEAR, they will also want to participate in the financial markets. DeFi right now, is still on an infrastructure layer, and while people think this is kind of the final destination maybe, but in reality it’s kind of the same as a normal financial system - it’s a base layer that provides infrastructure, that provides liquidity - for all of the applications and marketplaces. So as those applications and marketplaces are built, they will want that liquidity from this economy. I think it will actually be split inbetween NEAR and ETH and I am actually kind of curious about applications that can live on both sides at the same time. So a good example of something that can live on both sides is Maker. We can also have CDPs with NEAR, and create them on the Ethereum side. In theory you can modify Maker to work with the bridge to respect CDPs that are issued on the NEAR side as well which hold NEAR, and then have a single DAI which spans multiple protocols. As we are evolving we will see some of these interesting use cases expanding multiple blockchains now because they can connect between these things, Justin: A  nd one of the applications that we already see spanning multiple blockchains is Tether - USDT. So you already have USDT on Tron and other blockchains, but yet it’s interesting, because the model right now is that you need a central exchange choosing which pathways to trade. And you know we are moving to a world where it’s permissionless, very similar to uniswap, allowing this very long tail of trading anything will be able to have tether on any blockchain. Are there any tokens on NEAR already? Do you have USDT transactions before NEAR transactions that are enabled? Illia: The bridge is not on Mainnet yet. It is running on Test-Net right now, and we are making sure that everything is secure. That’s actually an interesting point to talk about because the security of a bridge is - well if you think about the security of blockchains, people attack blockchains relatively frequently and the first tiers being attacked are exchanges in a way. Like in the end its exchanges that get the hit. The bridge on the other hand, is a way to exit outside of the exchange. If something happens and the bridge gets attacked the money will be kind of stolen from the bridge in a decentralized way. There are no exchanges as an entity to stop a validator. We are also considering figuring out some kind of insurance to cover some of the risk to begin with. We did not launch it on Mainnet yet, and it is obviously coming pretty soon. You make a good point regarding the frontier benign exchanges, and this potentially changing - with the light clients - you want to be very careful about what kind of security parameters you choose. Especially with things like proof of work, we have seen 51% attacks on Ethereum Classic with huge rollbacks, and if there was a value that was reliant on this bridge that is easy to… I guess my question is, what security assumptions are you making from the point of view of the Ethereum blockchain? What is the maximum rollback that you’d tolerate as fast as possible? Illia: So the idea actually is for the bridge technology itself to not decide any of this. High level the whole idea is to split the bridge itself into three pieces - its kind of a stack of three components on each side of the blockchain. Like on each blockchains. On the top you have Light-Clients of each chain. You have a light-client of Ethereum on NEAR, and a light-client of NEAR on Ethereum. Light clients just keep tracks of headers - they validate that the headers are following consensus, for Ethereum that it follows Proof of Work, makes sure that it’s a valid header under proof of work consensus, and that other proof of works are sybil resistant, and that it keeps track of what is the longest chain, as of now. And on NEAR we have BFT finality, so we can keep track of rotating validators. So this kind of piece doesn’t assume anything, it just provides you this information. So the second piece is the Provers. Provers are the component that provides a way to prove some pieces information about another chain. So on NEAR you want to prove that some transaction was imbued in the blockchain, on Ethereum or some stake is in the Ethereum blockchain or anything else. You can build any prover that can rely on a lite client and extract or be able to prove some information. And the lite clients actually contain like a lot of information that can be proved. I mean the transactions and state are like the easiest ones but there is a lot of other stuff that you can decipher out of it. So right now we have a transaction prover for Ethereum and for NEAR. State provers are a little more complex but it’s actually open for hackers to build it at this hackathon. The third part is the application layer that we call connectors. The connectors are the specific piece that really does the business logic of connecting specific things. So you lock some ERC20 tokens and we mint some new tokens on NEAR, and you burn some on NEAR and then they are unlocked on Ethereum. So they rely on a prover to prover that this locking and burning events happen, and now this connector can decide how to handle security parameters because this connector now has information of this ERC20 - how much value it has: It can bake in some assumptions about moving money or releasing things over time. There are a bunch of things that a connector can do to address possible security risks. So that is kind of the idea to separate those concerns and allow developers on the bottom level to program exactly what they want. So on this middle layer - the prover layer - how complicated has that been? Do you guys use the same hash functions? You highlighted the state as being more difficult oaccess, why is that? The state itself is harder because the merkle tree is a pretty complicated structure. Both Ethereum and NEAR are using the Merkle tree structure for storing state. We were trying to write a prover for that and the specification was a little off for what was in the code - it's a little bit complicated to make sure that all the bits and pieces are correct, so we decided not at this time. It’s totally possible to do, but it’s way more complicated. Usually with outcomes it’s enough for most of the use cases we wanted to use. So what about the light client layer? The last time I checked I think NEAR was kind of proof of authority, with a handful of validators. Has that changed? What does the light-client look like and what are the security assumptions now? Illia: In general, NEAR proof of stake evolved: We were running validators for a time by ourselves, and now we have about 25 validators who are running nodes right now. We are still running a few by ourselves before finalizing the transition to fully decentralized. There are a bunch of nodes coming in soon, and we are kind like still controlling at least a minority of vote, to where we will not be controlling anything (We being the NEAR foundation). This starts the clock for voting to unlock transfers. I think we just published a blog post that we are going to spin down our nodes in a week. So what happens on the light client side for NEAR specifically, is that it keeps track for all of the validators that are currently and will be in the next epoch. The one problem that we phased is that we are using ED2419 - curved signatures - and they are very expensive to validate on ETH because even with the automatically generated optimized implementation it is still very expensive per signature. So right now, we end up pretty much submitting a header and waiting for a challenge period - pretty much doing this optimistically. It is not the optimal way of doing it but it allows us to contract this problem of expensive rates. We have talked about BLS many times, and as soon as BLS is in ETH 1 we will be happily switched. For the signatures from those validating, is it all 25 or are you sampling those from a smaller committee? So right now, we are just submitting it, and you can just submit if one signature is incorrect then the whole block is incorrect. What if you had 1,000 validators, are you going to put 1,000 signature snapshots? Illia: So right now our plan is to not have block producers number more than 100, so on NEAR you will have block producers and chunk producers. And so chunk producers are run in multiple shards, so we actually have a sharded network run by the community who run on four shards, and then the block producers are aggregating all of the chunks and the blocks and there are only a hundred of them now. Obviously as BLS comes in and we can get some other things improved we can scale that out as well. So with the doomslug, the way it works is there are some kinds of thresholds that allow and right now it is configured for faster finality which means tighter communication, which puts a bound on how many total block producers you can have with that finality. So for context the conversation is basically that you can have fast finality, but then you need a low number of block producers, or you can have a lot of block producers, but then the finality will be kind of spanning longer and longer. Right now we have 1 second blocks, roughly, and 2 to 3 second finality right. Which in comparison to the ETH 2 approach you guys have like 12 second slots and 13 minute finality or something like that in the best cases. So that is a spectrum, and finding how to create tiers of security - that is what we did with our shards. There will be a lot more validators on the shards then block production. So tell me about shards. Do you have a bridge for every single shard? Is that the designing vision or maybe you have some sort of dedicated bridge that will be the lifeline bridge that shards are in, and all the other shards listen to this other shard, so the process only happens in one place? (33:33) Illia: T  he whole point of NEAR is that as a developer and a user, you don’t need to know about shards at all. Like literally 1 shard, 4 shards, 100 shards, it is fully transparent to the user, and the there are multiple reasons why this is done. What this allows us to do, is it verifies the main chain lifeline - all of the shard information get’s aggregated in the main chain. As the chunks are produced, their head is included in the block and then the block has in that header all of the aggregated merkle of all the transactions across all the shards. So now you can prove any event, anywhere in NEAR on any shard, from like one lifeline. So that’s the same thing for the Beacon Chain - once you have a root for the beacon chain you can prove any shard. But I guess I was wondering, about the other direction. Illia: The point is as an application, you don’t care in which shard the other applications are. You can always applications in the same way regardless of which shard they are on. So right now, between all of the kind of native applications on NEAR we have asynchronous communication. If they are in the same shard or a different shard you always take like one hop to communicate with them. It is completely transparent to the developer and the user. You don’t need to have an account in every shard, you don’t need to have an application in every shard, you are just kind of using it. In EVM we are adding a separate shard, and this is where it is kind of complex, cause you have your own sub-account in a way and EVM still communicates with all the other applications in an asynchronous manner but in EVM it is not asynchronous. So you kind of have an execution environment you could say in which you can execute Ethereum contracts. One of the things you mentioned is that right now the Bridge is not the main net, and presumably you are going through security audits. One of the things that I am interested in, is the RUST to WASM compilers. I understand you wrote the bridge in RUST and the virtual machine is WASM. How mature is this compiler? And how deep will the audit go to verify this bridge. Will you do formal replication to make sure for example that there is no compiler bug? Illia: Sure yeah, so the compiler from Rust to WASM is probably the most mature compiler that there is in that ecosystem for sure because it’s been built by the same people that built Rust. And built WebAssembly. They were working on WASM, Rust, and everything in one kind of group. It is for sure the most mature compiler in web assembly in general. This is the reason why all of the new blockchains, Polkadot is using it, Cosmos is using Cosmos WASM, I think that is that. I guess my assumption was that because bridges are kind of public goods, and there is going to be a lot of value dependent then, and you really want to make a big effort to verifying them. I guess the goal to aim for is formal verification. But it sounds like you are happy to trust a compiler because it is kind of the same team that did the whole thing? Illia: I know some people that tried to formally verify WebAssembly directly and it takes a super long time. [Cut out due to Lag] Rust is a stable language that people love to use to get very strong quality out of the code in general, and for the compilers as well. I will double check if there is formal verification for the compiler itself for rust. I remember there is something going on there but I am not fully up to speed there. Another Security Question is, how do you handle forks? What if Ethereum forms - I mean we are already planning to fork proof of work and proof of stake. How does the bridge roll with that? Illia: It is actually more of a question of upgradeability. If you are talking about a planned fork. It is a question of upgradeability - how do we upgrade. Yes Ethereum is planning to upgrade, but NEAR is also planning to keep upgrading and keep evolving with things. So I think the piece here is kind of we suggested this framework for upgradeability. The interesting thing is that if people don’t really want that, there is an option: We will deploy and operate our layers for an instance of bridge. But the bridge is an open-source code and you can deploy an alternative version which does not have upgradeability, has your own upgradeability, has your own DAO to upgrade it or whatever else. If someone doesn’t agree with our suggestion. Our suggestion however, relies on the consensus of NEAR validators. So this is coming from the fact that these validators are already securing the state anyway, so 66% of the stake can vote to upgrade the bridge to an alternative version. That is our upgradeability plan. Let’s say Ethereum is planning to fork and change their header format, NEAR is trying to fork and change its header format, This is an event which will be known ahead of time, bridge changes are applied, it will be checked in and everyone will know it will happen if people don’t think this is correct they can obviously rage quit the bridge. So have it phase out where you give people both time to make decisions, and validators time to audit this, and they vote. We have this very simple stake vote mechanism that any smart contract can implement actually, so you can pretty much plug it into a smart contract, and now validators can vote and you can make decisions based on the stake voting. Based on that updates will happen to subsequent versions of the bridge. And handle any of the forks or anything. IT sounds like you almost have some sort of enshrined governance, where if the validators agree on changing the code for lite clients, they can just push the new code and it will run from there onwards? Illia: Exactly, if they can do it on the NEAR side of things, people can disagree, but we have built the same principle into the bridge contract: If Validators agree they can do it. But you do follow the somewhat implicit governance of any proof of stake system is if the super majority of stakers is making decisions, then it is going to be rolling out one way or another! These things are public goods. How much Gas does it cost to do a round trip, and who is paying for the gas? (45:20) Illia: R  ight now it is all the Ethereum costs [in relation to gas concerns]. As more stuff moves through the bridge, the cheaper Ethereum will become. It is actually beneficial for everyone on Ethereum to move to NEAR to make Ethereum cheaper. Right now the gas usage we have right now are roughly 500k gas to check in a header. That is the main cost, and then sending something to the contract that is 30 or 40 something - whatever the ERC20 transfer is plus an event costs. And then receiving back similarly - after headers are checked in. So the actual operations are reasonably within an expense of sending things to a contract and back - while the headers are where the real expenses are. And so the idea for payment right now is twofold: 1. The first one there is a huge value for NEAR for this thing to exist, and so NEAR will sponsor it to begin with. But obviously this should be self sustainable. 2. So the idea is to have - in a way it is similar to a gas station in how it works between two chains - we can actually charge people for the transaction itself as part of the deposit and withdrawal calls. So we will add some extra fee on top to cover for some of the relayer services. We are still right now benchmarking what this would be but we will probably roll into this kind of next version. You are saying that right now the bottleneck for Gas is on the Ethereum side of things. Is it possible that in the future that could change? The reason being that the Ethereum Light Client is pretty nasty, and presumably there is a lot f Gas. If the price of Gas on NEAR increases then that could become a bottleneck? Illia: Yes, so the core concept of sharding is to keep scaling as there is more demand. So I agree that like the verification of the client is pretty expensive - our gas is a little different denomination - but I think right now it costs 39 teragas where half a teragas is a transfer, so its like 60x60 of one transfer. We are actually going to rule out some of the optimizations on our stuff, so actually the function call gas usage will go down reasonably soon. So right now it’s reasonably expensive in comparison to other stuff on NEAR, but it will be reasonably cheap as the demand grows and there are more applications and this will just get moved to another shard, packaged to other stuff, and then running from there to keep maintaining low gas prices. So right now presumably there are very few applications on NEAR. Is it that there is only one shard? Illia: Yeah right now we are running with one shard. We have a shard on test net running separately, but right now there is no need for more than one shard on the main network. Justin what are you most excited about when it comes to the ETH and NEAR Bridge? Justin: In general, I am most excited about these win, win opportunities. It’s about the whole ecosystem of blockchains, and which hopefully being complementary and adding to the whole network effect. And the real competitor being the legacy system. I am excited by the idea that people who want to hold ETH and participate in apps where the gas price is too high but they still want to engage in games - that seems like one of the great reasons. Another thing I am excited about is the possibility of Ethereum solidifying itself outside of this DeFi hub. Write now you have these things like Uniswap and it is all Ethereum centric. The idea that you can trade in NEAR tokens on Ethereum is great and it is one step further towards removing centralized exchanges which in my opinion are one of the best onboarding platforms - but now they are preventing innovation because there is all of this capital locked that is non-programmable, siloed, and custodial. The more we move away from centralized exchanges the better. Illia: It is kind of funny you have a lot of centralised, decentralised finance starting, that is just finance. Our general idea and layout is very similar to IBC design, it has this communication protocol, it has the changes to implement and very similar concepts of application level stuff and tokens and how to propagate information, etc. I am sadly not super up to speed on what is the status right now. I am actually really excited to do a whiteboard series with someone in Shanghai who has been working on IBC and so I can do it in person. I would love to do more and see where we can match. I am sure we can find some common ground and standardize around something. Yalor Question: What is your favorite Dapp on Ethereum that you would like to see come to NEAR? Justin: I want to see the return of these applications that require a low gas - things like Games, CryptoKitties, things like micropayments, even things like ENS - just decentralized domain names. If it costs, 10 - 20 - 30 who knows where gas prices will go to just renew your domain on an annual basis. I am also excited by enlarging the area of innovation. The NEAR team has made quite a few innovations and I think this opportunity is for everyone to learn from each other, and often times this space is very good at copying, so we have seen farming and now everyone is doing farming, etc. I am looking forward to some of these great copyable ideas that the wider space can provide as well. What is the final frontier of Unforkability. What is unforkable about Ethereum, including when we start transitioning to ETH 2.0 if might lead to this question of taking action - what is really the unforkable essence of ETH? Justin: O n the topic of liquidity not being a moat and being easy to fork, these protocols want to incentivize liquidity for the long term. They don't want a flash in the path. So the obvious next step is the incentives being proportional to how much time you lock your liquidity and things like that. I don’t think liquidity will be so easy to manage in the future. In terms of what’s really unforkable without a blockchain, I think it is to a large extent community, and native tokens. So yeah sure we can have other tokens come onto Ethereum, or other coins like Bitcoin. But at the end of the day we were talking at the very beginning about the security of Layer 2 and the problems of bridges: One of the problems with bridges is that you have the minimum security of the two sides that you are bridging. And so if you have a bridge between a super secure platform and a less secure platform, then suddenly you kind of downgrade your security. The advantage of having a native asset, which has no gap in security is a great advantage if you want to do things like collateral - having this native collateral - would make more sense to use on a separate blockchain because you have this kind of security. Illia: This space is about figuring out what works and then everybody adopting it. It naturally is this collaborative competition. As soon as we figure something out, then everybody will have it. You cannot have too much competition without collaboration. I think in general, what we are all working towards is working - We really were excited from the beginning was about making more working stuff for developers to build easier, and getting users to be able to onboard their applications easier to making sure the gas fees and all of these things will be addressed, so I am excited to see how we can learn from each other and get to more working applications and get to more users using this, and to be part of the Ethereum community. I feel like we have been part of the Ethereum community and always were, and now we are trying to innovate a little outside of the mainstream, but making sure that we work with the community together. 
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